IN ORDER FOR YOU TO ATTEND THE SECOND SESSION of BASICS, YOU MUST COMPLETE THE e-CHECK UP TO GO for Alcohol survey.

To complete the online e-Check Up to Go – Alcohol survey:

1. Go to the UWM Norris Health Center homepage at “https://uwm.edu/norris/”

2. Click on the “Alcohol Screening” link found in the Health Highlights box on the right hand side of the page.
   a. If you are taking the survey on your phone, scroll to the bottom of the page to find the box.

3. Click on the “e-Check Up to Go” link in the first paragraph.

4. Click on the box that says: “I have NOT completed the e-Check Up To Go previously” in the box on the right hand side of the page.

5. WRITE DOWN the 12-DIGIT Survey Number shown on the screen.

   SURVEY NUMBER: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

   This number allows you to go back and finish the assessment if you are interrupted for any reason, instead of starting over. Also, your facilitator will use your ID number to access your survey results in preparation for your upcoming individual session.

6. Answer all questions honestly and to the best of your ability to ensure that your personalized feedback is as accurate as possible.

7. After you have answered all questions, you will receive a personalized Drinking Profile. You may read through your profile and watch the videos.

If you have any questions please speak with your facilitator or email aodresources@uwm.edu.